


FICTION /  THRILLERS
Macmillan Audio | 8/7/2018
9781427267702 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD | Carton Qty: 20

Subrights: UK rights: The Gernert Company
Translation rights: The Gernert Company

Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250036162
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250036179
Audio ISBN: 9781427267719

MARKETING
- Print advertising: Bookpage, Audiofile
- Extensive mystery/thriller blog outreach
- Criminal Element audio promotion

Audio tie-in to the Minotaur marketing
plans, including:
- National Author Tour
- National Print, Broadcast, and Radio
Publicity
- Print and Online Advertising
- Facebook Advertising
- Promotion on CriminalElement.com
- Major Blog Outreach

MACMILLAN AUDIO AUGUST 2018

The Middleman
Olen Steinhauer

This stunning standalone from New York Times bestseller
Steinhauer follows the people on all sides of a domestic
terrorist group, from the group's converts to the FBI agents
investigating them

New York Times bestselling author Olen Steinhauer's next brilliantly drawn

audiobook traces the rise and fall of a domestic American left-wing terrorist

group. Told from the individual perspectives of an FBI agent, an undercover

agent within the group, a convert to the terrorist organization, and a writer on the

edges of the whole affair, this is another tightly wound thriller, and an intimate

exploration of the people behind the politics, from a master of suspense.

PRAISE

Praise for Audie finalist All the Old Knives:

"There's great narrative energy in the thrust and counterthrust of the dinner
conversation...Steinhauer is a very fine writer and an excellent observer of human
nature."-Publishers Weekly (starred review)

"A splendid tour de force."-The Washington Post

"[A] sneaky little gem...Mr. Steinhauer sustains the difficult balancing act of
melding a heart-racing espionage plot with credible dinner table
conversation."-The New York Times Book Review

"[A] masterfully plotted and suspenseful stand-alone."-Kirkus (starred review)

OLEN STEINHAUER, the New York Times bestselling author of ten previous novels, is a Dashiell

Hammett Award winner, a two-time Edgar award finalist, and has also been shortlisted for the

Anthony, the Macavity, the Ellis Peters Historical Dagger, the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger, and the

Barry awards. Raised in Virginia, he lives in New York and Budapest, Hungary. Visit

OlenSteinhauer.com.
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HEALTH & FITNESS /
LONGEVITY
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427292971 | $34.99 / $45.50 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Rafe Sagalyn
Translation Rights: Rafe Sagalyn

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250078803
Audio ISBN: 9781427292988

MARKETING
- Bonus interview with author on the
program
- Targeted FB advertising to Atlantic
readers, AARP, Gretchen Rubin
- Podcast advertising

Audio tie-in to Thomas Dunne Books
marketing plans, including:
- Promotion by Author
- Online advertising

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

The Happiness Curve
Why Life Gets Better After 50

Jonathan Rauch

Why does happiness slump? For even the most successful and fulfilled person, a

midlife malaise sets in without explanation. Where did it come from? Where is it

going?

Based on his article in The Atlantic, veteran journalist Jonathan Rauch examines

the midlife crisis as a psychological and biological trend in human emotion,

putting it in the context of life that comes before and, importantly, after. This is

the shape of happiness. As we age, the satisfactions that made life an ascending

straight line turn it into a U-curve, changing direction toward unhappiness,

before finally rising again. It gets worse and then gets much better.

Intensely researched, convincingly narrated and passionately close-to-home, The
Happiness Curve is about why midlife is desperately dissatisfying, why

post-midlife is shockingly gratifying, and exactly how to cope with both

surprises. For though the ennui is apparently about nothing, it is still very real

and there are many things to look forward to in the happy payoff on the other

side.

PRAISE

Praise for Jonathan Rauch's Gay Marriage

"Thoughtful and convincingly argued . . . Rauch's impressive book is as
enthusiastic an encomium to marriage as anyone, gay or straight, could write."
—David J. Garrow, The Washington Post Book World

"Cool, articulate, poignant . . . This is a powerful book, clear, tolerant and
persuasive . . . Mr. Rauch's book should become obligatory reading for all." —The
Economist

"Closely argued...an appealing combination of prosecutorial logic and gentlemanly
forbearance...[Rauch] takes pains not to leave angles unexamined." —The New
York Times

JONATHAN RAUCH, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution in Washington, is the author of

six books and many articles on public policy, culture, and government. He is a contributing editor of

National Journal and The Atlantic and recipient of the 2005 National Magazine Award, among other

awards. He has also written for The New Republic, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
The Washington Post, Slate, The New York Post, among many other publications.
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 6/5/2018
9781427293077 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: HarperCollins
Translation: Peters Fraser & Dunlop

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250086082
Audio ISBN: 9781427293084

MARKETING
- Advance Listening Copies for giveaways
at conferences, Goodreads, etc.
- Major national advertising
- Audio-specific book club promotion
- Goodreads giveaways
- Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

How Hard Can It Be?
Allison Pearson

Like a latter-day Bridget Jones’s Diary or The Nanny Diaries,
New York Times bestselling author Allison Pearson brings us a
hilarious audiobook for a new generation of women.

Kate Reddy had it all: a nice home, two adorable kids, a good husband. Then her

kids became teenagers (read: monsters). Richard, her husband, quit his job,

taking up bicycling and therapeutic counseling: drinking green potions, dressing

head to toe in Lycra, and spending hundreds of hours—and dollars—on his own

therapy. Since Richard no longer sees a regular income as part of the path to

enlightenment, it’s left to Kate to go back to work.

Companies aren’t keen on hiring 49-year-old mothers, so Kate does what she

must: knocks a few years off her age, hires a trainer, joins a Women Returners

group, and prepares a new resume that has a shot at a literary prize for

experimental fiction.

When Kate manages to secure a job at the very hedge fund she founded, she

finds herself in an impossible juggling act: proving herself (again) at work,

dealing with teen drama, and trying to look after increasingly frail parents as the

clock keeps ticking toward her 50th birthday. Will Kate reclaim her rightful

place at the fund, or strangle in her new “shaping” underwear? Will she rekindle

an old flame, or will her house burn to the ground when a rowdy mob shows up

for her daughter’s surprise Christmas party? Surely it will all work out in the

end. After all, how hard can it be?

ALLISON PEARSON is the author of the hugely bestselling I Don't Know How She Does It, which

became a major motion picture starring Sarah Jessica Parker, and I Think I Love You. Pearson was

named Newcomer of the Year at the British Book Awards in 2002 for her first book. She has written

for The Daily Telegraph, The Times (UK), The Daily Mail, Time, The New York Times, The New
Yorker, The Observer and countless other publications. Pearson has won many awards including

Columnist of the Year, Critic...
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FICTION /  LITERARY
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427296153 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Flatiron Books
Translation Rights: Flatiron Books

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250122438
Audio ISBN: 9781427296160

MARKETING
- Digital ALCs for early buzz
- Major national advertising
- Goodreads giveaways
- Social Media Campaign

Audio tie-in to Flatiron marketing plans,
including:
- Digital trade advertising, pre pub and
on-sale
- Digital consuming advertising, pre-pub
and on-sale
- Macmillan newsletter promotions
- Landing page designed
- Major review attention, print and online

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

My Ex-Life
Stephen McCauley

David Hedges is having an unusual mid-life crisis. His boyfriend Soren has left

him for an older man, albeit a successful surgeon. His job – helping the spoiled

children of San Francisco’s elite get into college – is exasperating. As his life

reaches new lows, his weight has reached new highs. The only good thing he has

is his under market value apartment that has a view that is so stunning he is the

envy of all of San Francisco. But when the landlord finally decides to sell – to

Soren and the surgeon courtesy of his supposed realtor friend -- David hits rock

bottom.

Across the country, Julie Fiske isn’t having much of a better time herself. Carol,

the woman (younger, of course) that Harry, her second husband, left her for, is

downright likable – more likeable than Harry was. The bills that she files by

throwing into the back seat of her car keep piling up -- so much so that she has

turned her rambling home into an illegal B&B in the tourist, seaside town where

she lives. Her sullen teen daughter adamantly refused to apply to college (As

David says, “I’m always drawn to sadness in teenagers, which I take to be a
sign of intelligence. What teenager with half a brain looking at the condition of
the planet they would inherit wouldn’t be sad?”) And Julie can’t seem to quite

smoking weed (why should she? it’s the one good thing she has).

Harry lays down an ultimatum – if Mandy doesn’t start applying to college,

she’s go...

PRAISE

“…make no mistake: McCauley is a social satirist in the tradition of Evelyn
Waugh and Oscar Wilde—and like them, he's a serious writer indeed." — Darcy
Cosper for The Los Angeles Times on Alternatives to Sex

"Delightful...nearly perfect." — Jennifer Reese, Entertainment Weekly on
Alternatives to Sex

“The writing is seamless, the story never lags, and it is filled with eccentric
characters and observations you'll find yourself reading aloud." — USA Today on
Man of the House

"A very funny, exceptionally vivid first novel...Surely on of the best books about
what it is like to be young in these crazy time." — The New York Times Book
Review on Obje...
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BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
/ ADVENTURERS & EXPLORERS
Macmillan Audio | 5/8/2018
9781427296184 | $34.99 / $45.50 Can.
Audio CD
Includes 1-color printed endpapers; 8-page BW
insert

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250109248
Audio ISBN: 9781427296177

MARKETING
- Facebook advertising
- Blog outreach
- Print advertising: Bookpage, Audiofile

Audio tie-in to Flatiron marketing plans,
including:
- National digital consumer advertising
- Pre-pub and on-sale trade advertising
- Social media partnership outreach
- Social media targeted advertising:
Facebook and Instagram
- Landing page designed
- Targeted email campaign
- Library marketing campaign
- National review attention, print and
online
- National and regional NPR outreach

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

The Lost Pilots
The Spectacular Rise and Scandalous Fall of Aviation’s Golden
Couple

Corey Mead

The saga of two star crossed pilots who soar to the greatest
heights of fame, tailspin into scandal and crime, and go the
ultimate lengths for a chance at redemption.

PRAISE

Previous Praise for Corey Mead:“With spirited charm, Mead weaves history,
music, science and medicine into the story. . . . Fascinating, insightful and, best of
all, great fun.” (The Washington Post)
“Like Franklin and his instrument, this book has a spirit of fun. It will take you on
an enchanted journey through the life of Franklin, the tenor of his times, and the
timeless resonance of music.”
— Walter Isaacson author of Steve Jobs

Corey Mead is an Associate Professor of English at Baruch College, City University of New York.

He is the author of Angelic Music: The Story of Benjamin Franklin’s Glass Armonica and War Play:
Video Games and the Future of Armed Conflict. His work has appeared in Time, Salon, The Daily
Beast, and numerous literary journals.
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FICTION /  THRILLERS /  CRIME
Macmillan Audio | 6/12/2018
9781427296207 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250154194
Audio ISBN: 9781427296191

MARKETING
- Digital ALCs and early buzz marketing
- Goodreads giveaways
- “Get Your Heart Racing” campaign
- Social media campaign with bloggers,
bookstagrammers, and booktubers

Audio tie-in to Minotaur marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- Author tour
- Online advertising
- Pre-pub trade advertising
- Designed Landing page
- Social Media Kit
- Regional Eblasts
- Major blog outreach
- Criminal Element promotion

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

Jar of Hearts
Jennifer Hillier

A compelling story of murder, betrayal, and the secrets of the
past—a new breakout thriller in the vein of The Luckiest Girl
Alive and The Good Girl.

At 30 years old, Georgina, known as Geo, is a rising executive when her world

comes crashing down. Her high school boyfriend has been identified and

arrested for a series of serial murders, including Angela, Geo's best friend in

high school. Angela disappeared without a trace at 16 and her body has just been

found. Now Geo is under arrest for helping her then-boyfriend hide her best

friend's body. And it's one of her other close friends in high school, Kaiser

Brody, who arrests her.

While Geo is sent to prison for her part, Calvin escapes from custody and is on

the run. At 35 years old, Geo is about to be released from prison to try and start

over. But someone has started killing people and dumping their bodies in her old

neighborhood, with some of the markers of the missing Sweetbay Strangler—her

old boyfriend Calvin. Are these killings some kind of message from Calvin? Are

they some of revenge? Is she herself now in danger?

Everything turns on what really happened that tragic night back when Geo and

Angela were 16 years old. Everyone thinks they know the truth, but there are

dark secrets buried deep within other secrets, and it may be too late for anyone

to survive the truth.

Jar of Hearts is a compelling edge-of-your-seat thriller, that grabs listeners from

the very beginning and holds them rapt, as the truth of both the past and the

present is skillfully unfolded, until the very last second.

PRAISE

Praise for Creep:

"Top-of-the-line thriller writing." —Jeffrey Deaver

"The book holds its secrets well and packs a concluding wallop." —Publishers
Weekly

"Suspenseful plotting and solid character development... This fast-paced
page-turner will keep fans of Lisa Gardner and Chelsea Cain guessing." —Library
Journal
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FICTION /  THRILLERS
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427296269 | $34.99 / $45.50 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor

Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250183019
Audio ISBN: 9781427296276

MARKETING
- Audio back ad in paperbacks
- Goodreads advertising
- Criminal Element audio partnership

Audio tie-in to St. Martin's Griffin
marketing plans, including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- Online advertising
- Social media campaign
- Email marketing campaign
- Library marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Tom Clancy's Op-Center: For
Honor
Created by Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik, Written by Jeff
Rovin

In 1962, at the height of the Cold War, the Soviet Union sent a convoy of

nuclear missiles to Cuba. The crisis that followed almost triggered World War

III. However, while all eyes were on the Caribbean, not all of the missiles were

sent to Cuba. Several ships slipped from the flotilla and headed for a fishing

village in a remote, frigid, northeastern Soviet frontier. There, a silo was

constructed not far from Alaska.

More than sixty years later, that silo and its lethal contents are intact. Now,

Iranian scientists team with a Russian agent and his estranged, arms-smuggling

father to bring those missiles to Tehran. When an intel officer at Op Center starts

picking up hints of the deal, the government’s off-the-grid unit must track the

unknown actors – and try to decide whether they can count on data provided by

an Iranian defector, a man who has more at stake than anyone realizes.

At the same time, Op-Center sends a lone agent to Havana to try and find an

aging revolutionary, a woman, who may hold the key to pinpointing the location

of the silo.

Complicating matters is a turf war between Op Center, the White House, and the

FBI that threatens to compromise the investigation…as the time to act grows

perilously short.

PRAISE

“Suspenseful…An Op-Center book is always a master class in military acronyms
and hardware…the simple hostage situations keep the tension cranked high and
will satisfy Clancy fans old and new.” —Publishers Weekly on Dark Zone

“A top-notch military thriller, combining politics, suspense, and action. Couch and
Galdorisi continue to make the Clancy brand shine.” —Booklist on Into the Fire

“With intricate plotting, plenty of action, and characters – even villains – that are
more than cardboard cutouts, Tom Clancy’s OpCenter: Into the Fire is definitely a
book that will leave you sleep-deprived.” —Defense Media Network on Into the Fire

JEFF ROVIN is the author of more than 150 books, fiction and nonfiction, both under his own

name, under various pseudonyms, or as a ghostwriter, including numerous New York Times
bestsellers and over a dozen of the original Tom Clancy’s Op-Center novels.
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FICTION /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE /  POLICE
PROCEDURAL
Macmillan Audio | 7/10/2018
9781427296313 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250121318
Audio ISBN: 9781427296306

MARKETING
- Read by Kathleen McInerney
- Criminal Element audio partnership
- Series promotion on Goodreads
- “Get Your Heart Racing” campaign

Audio tie-in to Minotaur marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- National author tour
- Extensive online advertising
- Radio advertising
- Long lead social media campaign
- Email marketing campign
- Library marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

A Gathering of Secrets
A Kate Burkholder Novel

Linda Castillo

A deadly fire exposes the dark side of Amish life in this
harrowing new thriller in the New York Times bestselling
series.

When a historic barn burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of

Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an

accident, but when the body of eighteen-year-old Daniel Gingerich is found

inside—burned alive—Kate suspects murder. But who would want a well-liked,

hardworking Amish man dead? Kate delves into the investigation and discovers

Daniel had a dark side. He was a sexual predator. His victims were mainly

Amish women, too afraid to come forward, and he’s been getting away with it

for far too long. Now someone has stopped him, but who? The women he

victimized? Their boyfriends? Their parents?

As Kate wades through a sea of suspects, she’s confronted by her own violent

past and an unthinkable possibility.

LINDA CASTILLO is the New York Times bestselling author of the Kate Burkholder novels,

including Sworn to Silence, which was recently adapted into a Lifetime Original Movie titled An

Amish Murder. She is the recipient of numerous industry awards including a nomination by the

International Thriller Writers for Best Hardcover, the Daphne du Maurier Award of Excellence, and

a nomination for the RITA. In addition to writing, Castillo’s other passion is horses. She lives in

Texas with her husband.
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FICTION /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE
Macmillan Audio | 7/3/2018
9781427296337 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
German Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Ann Rittenberg Literary
Agency

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250102386
Audio ISBN: 9781427296320

MARKETING
- Read by Henry Leyva
- Audio back ads in paperbacks
- Criminal Element audio partnership
- Goodreads giveaway
- Mystery/thriller outreach

Audio tie-in to Minotaur marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- National author tour
- Long-tail pre-order Facebook Advertising
- Social Media campaign
- Email marketing campaign
- Library marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

Stay Hidden
Paul Doiron

A woman has been shot to death by a deer hunter on an island off the coast of

Maine. To newly promoted Warden Investigator Mike Bowditch, the case seems

open and shut. But as soon as he arrives on remote Maquoit Island he discovers

mysteries piling up one on top of the other.

The hunter now claims he didn’t fire the fatal shot and the ballistic evidence

proves he’s telling the truth. Bowditch begins to suspect the secretive

community might be covering up the identity of whoever killed Ariel Evans.

The controversial author was supposedly writing a book about the island's

notorious hermit. So why are there no notes in her rented cottage?

The biggest blow comes the next day when the weekly ferry arrives and off

steps the dead woman herself. Ariel Evans is alive, well, and determined to

solve her own “murder” even if it upsets Mike Bowditch’s investigation and

makes them both targets of an elusive killer who will do anything to conceal his

crimes.

PRAISE

"Narrator Henry Leyva keeps listeners on the edge of their seats with his delivery
of a story with more murder suspects than Maine has pine trees... This is an
excellent, chilling story and performance." — AudioFile on The Precipice

“As always with a Doiron novel, the characters are so well-drawn you can almost
reach out and shake their hands, and the rural landscape is so vividly portrayed
that the reader can smell wildflowers, marvel at the swarms of fireflies and feel the
sting of the blood-thirsty insects. But the author's finest achievement is the
evolution of Mike Bowditch himself.” —Bruce DeSilva, Associated Press on Knife
Creek

“Knife ...

A native of Maine, bestselling author PAUL DOIRON attended Yale University, where he graduated

with a degree in English. The Poacher’s Son, the first book in the Mike Bowditch series, won the

Barry award, the Strand award for best first novel, and has been nominated for the Edgar, Anthony,

and Macavity awards in the same category. He is a Registered Maine Guide specializing in fly

fishing and lives on a trout stream in coastal Maine with his wife, Kristen Lindquist.
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SELF-HELP /  CREATIVITY
Macmillan Young Listeners | 5/22/2018
9781427296351 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD
b/w

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250175250
Audio ISBN: 9781427296344

MARKETING
- Read by the author
- Video in the studio
- Social media campaign

Audio tie-in to Wednesday Books
marketing plans, including:
- National print and online publicity
- Online advertising
- Email marketing campaign

MACMILLAN YOUNG LISTENERS MAY 2018

Choose Wonder Over Worry
Move Beyond Fear and Doubt to Unlock Your Full Potential

Amber Rae

From the powerhouse Mind Body Green calls "the Brené
Brown of Wonder" comes a self-help audiobook that will
reframe the way we look at ourselves and the world, and help
us reach our full potentia...
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FICTION /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE /  TRADITIONAL
Macmillan Audio | 7/17/2018
9781427296436 | $29.99 / $38.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation: Writers House

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250133069
Audio ISBN: 9781427296429

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

Rescued
David Rosenfelt

Defense lawyer Andy Carpenter is reluctant to take on any more cases. He’d

much rather spend his time working for his dog rescue organization, the Tara

Foundation, than find himself back in a courtroom. However, when a truck

carrying over seventy dogs from the South to the rescue-friendly northeast turns

up with a murdered driver, Andy can’t help but get involved.

Andy is eager to help the dogs, many of whom come to the Tara Foundation

while awaiting forever homes – it’s the man accused of murder who he has a

problem defending. The accused just happens to be his wife Laurie’s ex-fiance;

her tall, good looking, ex-Marine ex-fiance. Even with dozens of cases behind

him, this one may prove to be his most difficult.

PRAISE

“Rosenfelt's matchless gift for feather-light exposition that hurtles along without
ever feeling rushed or foggy allows him to keep the complications coming until
nearly the end.”
-- Kirkus Reviews on Collared

"Narrator Grover Gardner is once again perfect as the cocky, headstrong lawyer.
With a fitting regional accent, he captures Carpenter's intellect, hilarious and
biting sarcasm, and ability to remain cool under pressure." AudioFile on
Earphones Award Winner Who Let the Dog Out?

"Grover Gardner returns to narrate Rosenfelt's latest Andy Carpenter mystery
for dog lovers." - AudioFile, Editors' Pick for Collared

DAVID ROSENFELT is the Edgar and Shamus Award-nominated author of eight stand-alones and

fifteen previous Andy Carpenter novels, most recently Collared. He and his wife live in Maine with

the twenty-seven golden retrievers that they've rescued.
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FICTION /  THRILLERS /
PSYCHOLOGICAL
Macmillan Audio | 6/19/2018
9781427296603 | $29.99 / $38.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: Harlequin UK/MIRA
Translation: Darley Anderson Agency

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250151339
Audio ISBN: 9781427296610

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

Bring Me Back
A Novel

B. A. Paris

A young British couple are driving through France on holiday when they stop

for gas. He runs in to pay, she stays in the car. When he returns her car door has

been left open but she's not inside, no one ever sees her again.

Ten years later he's married; he's happy and his past is only a tiny part his life

now. Until he comes home from work and finds his new wife is sitting on their

sofa, she's turning something over in her fingers, holding it up to the light.

Something that would have no worth to anyone else, something only he and she

would know about because his wife is the sister of his missing first love.

As more and more things are found through their everyday lives questions are

raised and their marriage becomes strained. Has she somehow come back to him

after all this time? Or is the person who took her playing games with his mind?

PRAISE

“The audio production is of fine quality, with narrator Georgia Maguire doing a
great job navigating the various characters and the rapid transitions in time
periods. Listeners who like books like Gillian Flynn, Paula Hawkins, and Ruth
Ware should enjoy this title.” —Library Journal for Behind Closed Doors

“B. A. Paris has done it again! The Breakdown is a page-turning thriller that will
leave you questioning the family you love, the friends you trust, and even your own
mind.” —Wendy Walker, author of the USA Today bestselling novel All Is Not
Forgotten, on The Breakdown

“In the same vein as the author’s acclaimed debut, Behind Closed Doors, th...
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FICTION /  FAMILY LIFE
Macmillan Audio | 7/17/2018
9781427296634 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: Translation: St. Martin's Press
UK: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250170750
Audio ISBN: 9781427296627

MARKETING
- Digital ALCs and early buzz marketing
- Goodreads giveaways
- “Get Your Heart Racing” campaign

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National print and online publicity
- National advertising campaign
- Email marketing campaign
- Library marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

Baby Teeth
A Novel

Zoje Stage

In the vein of THE DINNER and WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT
KEVIN, a “bad seed” debut about a mom desperate to find help
for her mute seven-year-old daughter whose disturbing
behavior grows increasingly ...

PRAISE

“Imagine WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN only with insight into what
Kevin was thinking—and if Eva had fought back. This dark, terrifying novel
unfolds as a battle of wits between a struggling mother and her psychotic young
daughter—and its genius is that the reader’s allegiance isn’t allowed to linger too
long on either side. You’ll be desperate to discuss the ending once you’ve recovered
from the shock of it. A must-read.” —Catherine Ryan Howard, USA Today
bestselling author of Distress Signals

ZOJE STAGE is a filmmaker and writer. She was a 2008 Fellow in Screenwriting from the New

York Foundation of the Arts and a 2012 Emerging Storytellers Fellow from the Independent

Filmmaker Project. She lives in Pittsburgh, PA. Baby Teeth is her first novel.
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SELF-HELP /  DEATH, GRIEF,
BEREAVEMENT
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427296665 | $29.99 / $38.99 Can.
Audio CD

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250170439
Audio ISBN: 9781427296672

MARKETING
- Podcast advertising
- Grief organizations and media outreach

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National Broadcast Publicity
- National Print Publicity
- Online Publicity

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

From Heartbreak to Wholeness
The Hero's Journey to Joy

Kristine Carlson

A practical plan to move forward and recover joy in the face of
grief and loss

Kristine Carlson built the bestselling franchise Don't Sweat the Small Stuff with

her husband Richard. In December 2006, Richard died suddenly and Kristine

was left to "sweat" one of the biggest events of her life—the death of her spouse.

In her new book, From Heartbreak to Wholeness, Carlson offers a guide to the

journey everyone takes following loss. It’s a hero’s journey from a life that’s

been shattered to one that is finally whole again and capable of receiving joy.

Carlson knows that any great loss leads to some type of transformation. She also

knows that transformation is messy, but, when one chooses to be the hero rather

than the victim, joy exists just on the other side of healing. In nine short chapters

that include thought exercises, mantras for each stage of healing, and a

journaling assignment, Carlson leads the reader from the crisis itself through the

awakening that comes from great loss, over the jagged edges of growth and

finally, through the alchemy of change, to rebirth as a hero who is sovereign,

whole and—once again—in control of their own life. As readers take this

journey with Carlson, they’ll feel more at home in their own bodies and more

authentic to their true nature. They’ll feel more alive and access more joy than

they thought possible. Take the journey From Heartbreak to Wholeness with

Kristine Carlson and let her show you how to be the hero of your own life.

PRAISE

"Kris Carlson extends the Don't Sweat the Small Stuff series with much-needed
advice for mothers, writing with an understanding heart and penetrating wisdom
born of her own experience. Like her late husband Richard, hers is a gentle soul
backed by a powerful and transcendent fire."—Marianne Williamson, author of A
Return to Love

"Kristine Carlson is the real deal, a shining light guiding us away from the pitfalls
of stress and despair, fear and anxiety, and illuminating the path to acceptance,
happiness, and achieving your goals."—Karen Salmansohn, bestselling author of
The Bounce Back Book

Kristine Carlson has captivated readers worldwide with her previous books including Don’t Sweat
the Small Stuff for Moms, An Hour to Live, An Hour to Love, Don't Sweat the Small Stuff in Love,

and Don't Sweat the Small Stuff for Women. Kristine has been featured on national radio and

television broadcasts, including The Today Show, Empowered Living Radio, The View, and Oprah. A

dedicated mother and grandmother, she is committed to spreading her message of peace and love to

the world.
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 5/22/2018
9781427296719 | $49.99 / $64.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: Irene Goodman Literary Agency

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250103246
Ebook ISBN: 9781250103260
Audio ISBN: 9781427296702

MARKETING
- Facebook advertising
- Historical fiction blog outreach
- Print advertising: Bookpage, Audiofile

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- Trade advertising
- Online advertising
- National IndieBound campaign
- AuthorBuzz campaign
- Blog outreach
- Email marketing

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

The Summer I Met Jack
A Novel

Michelle Gable

In 1950, a young, beautiful Polish refugee arrives in Hyannisport, Massachusetts

to work as a maid for one of the wealthiest families in America. Alicia Darr is at

once dazzled by the large and charismatic family, in particular the oldest son, a

rising politician named Jack.

Alicia and Jack are soon engaged, but his domineering father forbids the

marriage. And so, Alicia trades Hyannis for Hollywood, and eventually Rome.

She dates famous actors and athletes and royalty, including Gary Cooper, Kirk

Douglas, and Katharine Hepburn, all the while staying close with Jack. A decade

after they meet, on the eve of Jack’s inauguration as the thirty-fifth President of

the United States, the two must confront what they mean to each other and the

answer could shatter everything Alicia believes about herself, and why she’s

even alive.

The Summer I Met Jack is based on the fascinating real life of Alicia Corning

Clark, a woman who J. Edgar Hoover insisted was paid by the Kennedys to keep

quiet, not only about her romance with Jack Kennedy, but also a baby they

might’ve had together.

PRAISE

Praise for The Book of Summer:

"A sure bet for women's-fiction fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Nantucket novels."
—Booklist

"Gable cleverly illuminates the past, revealing how it mirrors the present. This is a
splendid multigenerational novel about the strength of the women of Cliff House."
—Publishers Weekly

"Gable develops fully rounded characters that readers feel as if they could reach
out and touch. We want to know more about them and Gable gives us plenty."
—Richmond Times-Dispatch

"These laid-back books epitomize the term 'beach read.'" —Coastal Living

"A must for any summer reading list." —The Boston Herald

"This time of year is meant for boo...

New York Times bestselling author of A Paris Apartment, I'll See You in Paris, and The Book of
Summer, MICHELLE GABLE graduated from The College of William & Mary. After a twenty-year

career in finance, she now writes full time. Michelle lives in Cardiff-by-the-Sea, California, with her

husband, two daughters, and one lazy cat.
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HISTORY /  MODERN /  20TH
CENTURY
Macmillan Audio | 6/26/2018
9781427296757 | $39.99
Audio CD
1 8-page 4C photo insert

Subrights: UK Rights: Peters Fraser & Dunlop
Translation Rights: Peters Fraser & Dunlop

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250151216
Audio ISBN: 9781427296740

MARKETING
- Bonus conversation with author on the
program
- Criminal Element audio partnership
- Social media campaign around key
historical anniversaries

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- Author appearances
- National radio publicity
- Online publicity
- Advertising campaign
- Academic marketing campaign
- Online promotion
- Blog and organizational outreach
- Email marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

The Race to Save the Romanovs
The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian
Imperial Family

Helen Rappaport

On the 100 Anniversary of the murder of the Russian Imperial
Family, Rappaport take listeners on a quest to uncover the
many international plots to save them, why they failed, and
who was respons...

PRAISE

On Caught in the Revolution
“Splendid . . . endlessly fascinating.” - The New York Times Book Review

“One of the great strengths of this book is the way in which the unheralded and
the celebrated mingle in its pages . . . A mosaic of truth which no fictional one
could outdo.” - The Washington Times

“A multifaceted account of the 1917 Russian Revolution . . . gripping and
thoroughly researched. . . [Rappaport brings] the streets and spirit of the early-
20th-century Petrograd to life on the page.” - Harper’s Bazaar

HELEN RAPPAPORT is the New York Times bestselling author of The Romanov Sisters. She

studied Russian at Leeds University and is a specialist in Russian and Victorian history. She lives in

West Dorset.
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FICTION /  THRILLERS /
MILITARY
Macmillan Audio | 5/8/2018
9781427296771 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250127341
Audio ISBN: 9781427296764

MARKETING
- Sounds of Battle campaign with military
media outreach
- Targeted Facebook advertising

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- Social media campaign
- Promotion on CriminalElement.com

ALSO AVAILABLE

Way of the Reaper: My Greatest Untold
Missions and the Art of Being a Sniper
8/2017 | 9781250102584
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.

The Reaper: Autobiography of One of the
Deadliest Special Ops Snipers
1/2016 | 9781250080608
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Reaper: Ghost Target
A Sniper Novel

Nicholas Irving with A. J. Tata

The explosive new thriller series written by the New York Times
bestselling author of The Reaper and star of Fox's American
Grit.

American hero, or unhinged vigilante?

Vick "The Reaper" Harwood is an esteemed sniper with a record kill count—33

kills in 90 days—when he is knocked out under mortar attack in Afghanistan.

He wakes up back in the United States with little memory of what happened, his

spotter and gun both unrecovered from the battlefield. Harwood has resigned

himself to slowly picking up the pieces of his life, training Special Forces

snipers in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and starting a promising relationship with

an Olympic medalist named Jackie.

But when a series of assassinations start occurring in the area, Harwood can't

explain why he just happens to be nearby for each killing—or how a sniper rifle

that matches the description of the one he lost seems to be involved. His

memory of the past few days is hazy and full of blackouts, and even he has to

wonder, is he being framed? Or is he the killer?

As Harwood runs from the authorities, his girlfriend falls off the radar, his

missing spotter resurfaces, and the assassinated men are outed as drug and sex

traffickers. Nothing is adding up. Harwood realizes he has to unravel this

mystery, and fast, or find himself paying the ultimate price for crimes he may

not have committed.

PRAISE

"Ghost Target by Nicholas Irving and A.J. Tata is a kinetic and elaborate
page-turner; rich with detail and blazing with action, it’s one hell of a wild ride.
Vick Harwood is a bigger-than-life hero thriller fans will love." —Mark Greaney,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Gunmetal Gray

Praise for The Reaper:

“A gripping account from a man whose lethal aim took out 33 Taliban fighters on
one deployment, a record.” —New York Daily News

“Gripping…. Irving's book is a focused, fast-paced tale that, like Irving, never
loses sense of its mission.” —San Diego Union Tribune

NICHOLAS IRVING spent six years in the Army's Special Operations 3rd Ranger Battalion 75th

Ranger Regiment, serving from demolitions assaulter to Master Sniper. He was the first African

American to serve as a sniper in his battalion and is now the owner of HardShoot, where he trains

personnel in the art of long-range shooting, from olympians to members of the Spec Ops

it H l t th F lit h A i G i H li i S
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FICTION /  THRILLERS /
MILITARY
Macmillan Audio | 6/26/2018
9781427296795 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: Chalberg Sussman
Translation: Chalberg Sussman

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250140760
Audio ISBN: 9781427296788

MARKETING
- National online and print publicity
- “Get Your Heart Racing” campaign
- Facebook advertising
- Criminal Element audio promotion
- Outreach to mystery/thriller outlets

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- Online broadcast publicity
- National online publicity
- National author tour
- National radio tour
- National outdoor advertising
- Outreach to mystery, thriller, and
conservative bloggers

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

Bloody Sunday
Ben Coes

The latest in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling
Dewey Andreas series.

North Korea, increasingly isolated from most of the rest of the world, is lead by

an absolute dictator and a madman with major goal—he's determined to launch a

nuclear attack on the United States. While they have built and continue to

successfully test nuclear bombs, North Korea has yet to develop a ballistic

missile with the range necessary to attack America. But their missiles are

improving, reaching a point where the U.S. absolutely must respond.

What the U.S. doesn't know is that North Korea has made a deal with a Iran. In

exchange for effective missiles from Iran, they will trade nuclear triggers and

fissionable material. An exchange, if it goes through, that will create two new

nuclear powers, both with dangerous plans.

Dewey Andreas, still reeling from recent revelations about his own past, is ready

to retire from the CIA. But he's the only available agent with the skills to carry

out the CIA's plan to stop North Korea. The plan is to inject a singular designer

poison into the head of the North Korean military and in exchange for the

nuclear plans, provide him with the one existing dose of the antidote. But it goes

awry when Dewey manages to inject a small amount of the poison into himself.

Now, to survive, Dewey must get into North Korea and access the antidote and,

while there, thwart the nuclear ambitions of both North Korea and Iran. And he

has less than 24 hours to do so.

BEN COES is the New York Times bestselling author of international espionage thrillers, including

Independence Day, First Strike, and Trap the Devil. Before writing his first novel, Power Down, he

worked at the White House under two presidents and was a Fellow at the John F. Kennedy School of

Government. He lives with his wife and four children in Wellesley, Massachusetts.
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 6/26/2018
9781427296818 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: Writer's House
Translation: Writer's House

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250119490
Ebook ISBN: 9781250119483
Audio ISBN: 9781427296801

MARKETING
- Digital Advance Listening Copies
- Major National Advertising
- Audio promotion with Vermont tourism

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

Before and Again
Barbara Delinsky

From New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky,
comes an audiobook of reinventing yourself and starting over
only to have everything you've built threatened by the secrets
of your past.

Things are not what they seem …

Maggie Reid is more than a makeup artist, Ned Cooper more than an Innkeeper,

and that elegant resort town in Vermont so simply named Devon? It harbors

others who are fleeing the past … or trying to. But when a teenage hacker

commits one crime too many, and the town is besieged by Feds and the press, all

bets for hiding are off.

For Maggie, the attention is particularly terrifying. Having been crucified by the

media once, she desperately needs anonymity. Her self-esteem is finally on the

mend after a painful stretch without. Now that she is reinvented, she is starting

to like herself again.

But who is the woman behind the new name, the careful makeup, the fresh job

and adopted state? Exposed by this new scandal, she is forced to confront the

past. And if she runs again?

Her entire future is at stake – not only her career, her physical freedom, and her

home in Devon, but her relationships with the brother who was too frightened to

stand by her before, with the mother who chose to turn away to survive, and

with the only man she has ever truly loved.

PRAISE

"A story of growth . . . Delinsky effortlessly brings the components together -
romance, career shifts, changes in parent-child relationships . . . A likable beach
read with just a touch of gravitas." -Kirkus, on Blueprints

"Delinsky's moving story is filled with love, loss, betrayal and passion. Readers
will share the highs and lows experienced by the characters. This is a story for
mothers and daughters everywhere."
-RT Book Reviews, on Blueprints

"About the complicated dynamics of a family, the novelty of love no matter when
in life you find it, and the importance of a good home makeover." -Pop Sugar, on
Blueprints

BARBARA DELINSKY is the author of twenty-one New York Times bestselling books. She has

been published in twenty-eight languages worldwide. A lifelong New Englander, Delinsky earned a

B.A. in psychology at Tufts University and an M.A. in sociology at Boston College. She lives in

Massachusetts with her husband, more books than she'll ever be able to read, two tennis racquets,

and enough electronic devices to keep in close touch with her children and their families.
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 5/15/2018
9781427296870 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250149060
Audio ISBN: 9781427296863

MARKETING
- Heroes & Heartbreakers audio
partnership
- Print advertising: Bookpage
- Facebook advertising

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- Author tour
- National print and online publicity
- Email marketing campaign

ALSO AVAILABLE

Happiness for Beginners: A Novel
3/2015 | 9781250047304
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

How to Walk Away
Katherine Center

From the author of Happiness for Beginners, a breathtaking
audiobook about finding love and hope in unimaginable places.

Margaret Jacobson has a bright future ahead of her, with a fiancé and a

promising career, until an accident on what should be one of the happiest days of

her life takes it all away. In the hospital and forced to face the possibility that

nothing will ever be the same again, Margaret must figure out how to move

forward on her own terms while facing family secrets, heartbreak, and the idea

that love might find her in the last place she would ever expect. How to Walk
Away contains laughter in the face of tragedy, hilarity in black moments, and one

of the most unforgettable love stories you will encounter.

PRAISE

"I can't think of a blurb good enough for this novel. Poignant and funny and
heart-breaking and joyful all wrapped up in messy details that make this story so
human and relatable. Clear your schedule because you won't be able to put it
down until it's done." –Jenny Lawson

"Katherine Center writes about falling down, growing up, and finding love like
nobody else.” —Brené Brown

How to Walk Away is "warm, wise, witty, and wonderful." –Emily Giffin
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RELIGION /  BUDDHISM /  ZEN
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427296887 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: U.K. Rights: Flatiron Books
Translation Rights: Flatiron Books

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250101341
Audio ISBN: 9781427296894

MARKETING
- Read by the author
- Audio outreach to mindfulness,
meditation, and hospice organizations
- Audio promotion at wellness events

Audio tie-in to Flatiron marketing plans,
including:
- Independent bookstore outreach
- Digital trade and consumer advertising
- Targeted email marketing campaign
- Landing page designed
- National and Regional NPR outreach
- Massive review attention, print and
online

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Standing at the Edge
Finding Freedom Where Fear and Courage Meet

Joan Halifax

From a renowned activist, humanitarian, and spiritual thought-
leader whose work has enriched the lives of millions, AT THE
EDGE is an evocative examination of how we can respond to
suffering, liv...

Roshi Joan Halifax is a celebrated Buddhist teacher and Zen priest whose

teachings have enriched the lives of millions around the world. Through her

work as a humanitarian, an activist, and a spiritual leader, she developed an

understating of how our great difficulties can be the source of our wisdom and

compassion, and how we can transform suffering into the seeds for personal

growth.

Halifax has identified five distinct states where our response to suffering—our

own or others’—will determine whether we flourish or flounder: altruism,

empathy, integrity, respect, and engagement. Each of these psychological

landscapes can be toxic, or they can be the place from which growth, service,

and values are cultivated. In AT THE EDGE, Halifax examines these Edge

States and reveals how we can balance on those edges to the get most out of life.

Using examples from caregivers like nurses, parents, and humanitarian aid

workers; business experts and CEOs; and spiritual practitioners, Halifax shows

how it is when we are pushed past our comfort zones, when we balance on the

brink of failure, that we access our vast potential. Only on this threshold we can

develop a wider perspective, cultivate wisdom, and nourish compassion. Only by

living on the edge can we relish the full range of the human experience and

discover our best selves.

Destined to become a contemporary classic, AT THE EDGE is an evocative

examination of how we transform suffe...

PRAISE

“Halifax’s medium is psyches, communities, and social systems. Through her many
activities—teaching, bridging cultures…drawing people to social activism and a
contemplative life—she can be imagined as a weaver or a sculptor, conjuring new
forms out of her raw material: people and groups. To intervene in individuals’
lives takes confidence, which she has in abundance.”
—Rebecca Solnit, The New Yorker

Roshi Joan Halifax, Ph.D., is a Buddhist teacher, Zen priest, anthropologist, and pioneer in the

field of end-of-life care. She is Founder, Abbot, and Head Teacher of Upaya Institute and Zen Center

in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She received her Ph.D. in medical anthropology in 1973 and has lectured

on the subject of death and dying at many academic institutions and medical centers around the

world. She received a National Science Foundation Fellowship in Visual Anthropology, was an

Honorary Research ...
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FICTION /  HISTORICAL
Macmillan Audio | 5/22/2018
9781427296917 | $44.99 / $58.99 Can.
Audio CD

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780765399137
Ebook ISBN: 9780765399151
Audio ISBN: 9781427296900

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

The Devil's Half Mile
Paddy Hirsch

7 years after a financial crisis nearly topples America, traders chafe at

government regulations on Wall Street, racial tensions are rising, and corrupt

financiers make back-door deals with politicians... 1799 was a hell of a year.

When young lawyer Justy Flanagan returns to New York, determined to solve

his father's murder, he exposes a massive financial fraud that the perpetrators are

determined to keep secret at any cost. And the conspiracy reaches from the

hardscrabble docks to tony mansions, from Irish gang bosses to slavers to the

highest names in the government (including treasury founder Alexander

Hamilton), and the looming crisis could topple the young country.

Fans of Gangs of New York and historical thrillers like those of Caleb Carr will

love this riveting debut.

PRAISE

"A thriller with strong, multifaceted heroes and villains, tight plotting which
rattles along in a city where you can smell the horse droppings and hear the
authentic voices."--Patrick Taylor, NYT bestselling author of the Irish Country
Doctor series

Paddy Hirsch has worked in public radio at NPR and Marketplace for ten years. He came to

journalism after serving for eight years as an officer in the British Royal Marines, and lives in Los

Angeles. The author of the nonfiction book explaining economics, Man vs. Markets, THE DEVIL'S
HALF MILE is his fiction debut.
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FICTION /  FANTASY /
HISTORICAL
Macmillan Audio | 5/8/2018
9781427296931 | $44.99 / $58.99 Can.
Audio CD

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780765385710
Ebook ISBN: 9780765385727
Audio ISBN: 9781427296924

MARKETING
- Read by Holter Graham
- Print Advertising: Locus
- Tor.com audio partnership

Audio tie-in to Tor marketing plans,
including:
- National advertising in major print &
online venues
- Promotion at San Diego Comic-con
- Digital publicity campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Death Doesn't Bargain
A Deadman's Cross Novel

Sherrilyn Kenyon

#1 New York Times bestseller Sherrilyn Kenyon returns to the
dangerous, epic world of the Deadman's Cross series, in a new
pirate fantasy adventure sure to appeal to her millions of
Dark-Hunter f...

The Deadmen are back…

But so are the demons who have broken free of their eternal prison and are bent

on mankind’s destruction. The worst of the lot is Vine, determined to claim their

lives for taking hers. She will see the world burn…and has the perfect lure to

destroy them all. One of their own.

Kalder Dupree has never known a day of mercy. Born to the cruelest of

mer-races, he sacrificed himself for his crew and is in Vine’s hands. He expects

no mercy or rescue.

Yet Cameron Jack is determined to set Kalder free. As a Hellchaser, it’s her

calling, and she cannot allow even a not-so-innocent to be tortured for an act of

kindness that spared her damnation.

To defeat evil, it sometimes takes an even worse evil, and Cameron is willing to

do whatever she must to make this right. If Vine thought she had her hands full

before, she hasn’t seen anything nearly as powerful as Cameron’s resolve.

PRAISE

"Kenyon (Born of Legend) puts the lie to the old adage “Dead men tell no tales” in
the jam-packed, appealing first book of her Deadman’s Cross historical fantasy
series."—Publishers Weekly
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PERFORMING ARTS /  COMEDY
Macmillan Audio | 5/15/2018
9781427296979 | $49.99 / $64.99 Can.
Audio CD
2 8-pg. b&w inserts

Subrights: Macmillan UK: Brit.
Henry Holt: trans., 1st ser., audio
Levine Greenberg Rostan: dram.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627794244
Audio ISBN: 9781427296962

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Robin
Dave Itzkoff

From New York Times entertainment reporter Dave Itzkoff, the
definitive biography of Robin Williams--a compelling portrait of
one of America’s most beloved and misunderstood
entertainers.

From his rapid-fire stand-up comedy riffs to his television superstardom on

Mork and Mindy and his Academy Award-winning role in Good Will Hunting,

Robin Williams was an actor and comedian who poured his entire being into

every role. On stage and in his films he often performed like a man possessed,

holding forth on culture and politics while mixing in personal revelations – all

with mercurial, tongue-twisting intensity as he inhabited and shed one character

after another with lightning speed. But his comic brilliance masked a deep well

of conflicting emotions and ruinous self-doubt, which Williams drew upon to

become an actor of deeply moving performances. In films like Dead Poets
Society; Good Morning, Vietnam; The Fisher King; and Mrs. Doubtfire, he

showcased his limitless gift for improvisation, playing dramatic characters who

were as thought-provoking as they were funny. And in Good Will Hunting he

gave an intense and controlled performance that revealed the true range of his

talent.

But despite his success, Williams struggled all his life with addiction and

depression—topics he discussed openly while performing and during

interviews—and with debilitating conditions that affected him deeper than his

fans knew. In this powerful and eye-opening biography, Dave Itzkoff of the New
York Times draws on more than a hundred original interviews with Williams’s

family, friends, and fellow comedians, as well as extensive archival re...

Dave Itzkoff is the author of Mad as Hell, Cocaine's Son and Lads. He is a culture reporter at The
New York Times, where he writes regularly about film, television, theater, music, and popular

culture. He has previously worked at Spin, Maxim, and Details, and his work has appeared in GQ,

Vanity Fair, Wired, and other publications. He lives in New York City.
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BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
Macmillan Audio | 6/5/2018
9781427297075 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250155139
Audio ISBN: 9781427297068

MARKETING
- Read by the author
- Outreach to business and
communication media
- Audio listicle promotion
- QDT partnership

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National broadcast publicity
- National print and publicity
- Author speaking tour
- Academic marketing campaign
- Online advertising campaign
- Promotion to ThoughtMatters.com
- Online promotion
- Blog outreach

MACMILLAN AUDIO JUNE 2018

Five Stars
The Communication Secrets to Get from Good to Great

Carmine Gallo

How to become insanely great at the art of persuasion, from the
bestselling author of Talk Like Ted.

Never before in human history have we been able to share our ideas so quickly

with so many. Yet machines don’t have a heart; storytellers do. The tools we use

to share our ideas have changed—our paleo brains haven’t. Excelling in

persuasion requires a skill that ‘artificial’ intelligence cannot replace. In

Untitled, Carmine Gallo uses neuroscience to prove that Aristotle was right.

Pathos, the ancient art of making emotional connections, sets people apart.

Those who know how to talk—and persuade—are reaping the rewards.

The exponential growth in technology has brought about a tectonic shift in the

business world, and it is happening at a breakneck speed in every field. Yet, as

big data overwhelms and A.I. disrupts companies and careers, scientists are

discovering that those who have mastered the ancient art of persuasion are best

able to survive, and thrive in the modern world. In Untitled, Gallo shows his

readers how educators like Neil deGrasse Tyson, CEOs like PepsiCo’s Indra

Nooyi, and entrepreneurs at places like Google and Airbnb inspire their

audiences.

Untitled is a book for people who believe that their ideas matter. It’s for those

who want to gain a competitive edge in the age of automation—start a company,

build a career, or pitch an innovative solution to a stubborn problem. It’s for the

next generation of speakers who want to stir people’s souls as they rise to the

fullness of their potential.

PRAISE

“Lively and appealing… the book draws on current brain science to explain what
wins over, and fires up, an audience—and what doesn't.” —Fortune on Talk Like
TED

"Gallo’s enthusiastic and encouraging style is infectious. Readers with an idea to
sell—whether for profit or for social justice—will find this an indispensable guide
to articulating a sales pitch." —Publishers Weekly on The Storyteller's Secret
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BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
/ CULTURAL HERITAGE
Macmillan Audio | 5/8/2018
9781427297099 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD
Plus two 16-page black-and-white photograph
inserts

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250079367
Audio ISBN: 9781427297082

MARKETING
- Bonus materials with author on program
- Video of the author
- Facebook advertising
- Outreach to Israel and Jewish media

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- National Print Publicity
- National Radio Publicity
- Online Publicity
- Extensive Blog Outreach

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

My Country, My Life
Fighting for Israel, Searching for Peace

Ehud Barak

The definitive memoir of one of Israel's most influential soldier-
statesmen and one-time Prime Minister, Ehud Barak, with
insights into forging peace in the Middle East.

In the summer of 2000, the most decorated soldier in Israel's history - Ehud

Barak - set himself a challenge as daunting as any he had faced on the

battlefield: to secure a final peace with the Palestinians. He would propose two

states for two peoples, with a shared capital in Jerusalem. He knew the risks of

failure. But he also knew the risks of not trying: letting slip perhaps the last

chance for a generation to secure genuine peace.

It was a moment of truth.

It was one of many in a life intertwined, from the start, with that of Israel. Born

on a kibbutz, Barak became commander of Israel's elite special forces, then army

Chief of Staff, and ultimately, Prime Minister.

My Country, My Life tells the unvarnished story of his - and his country's - first

seven decades; of its major successes, but also its setbacks and misjudgments.

He offers candid assessments of his fellow Israeli politicians, of the American

administrations with which he worked, and of himself. Drawing on his

experiences as a military and political leader, he sounds a powerful warning:

Israel is at a crossroads, threatened by events beyond its borders and by divisions

within. The two-state solution is more urgent than ever, not just for the

Palestinians, but for the existential interests of Israel itself. Only by

rediscovering the twin pillars on which it was built - military strength and moral

purpose - can Israel thrive.

EHUD BARAK served as Israel's Prime Minister from 1999 to 2001. He was the leader of the Labor

Party from 2007 until 2011, and Minister of Defense, first in Olmert's and then in Netanyahu's

government from 2007 to 2013. Before entering politics, he was a key member of the Israeli

military, occupying the position of Chief-of-Staff. Barak holds a B.S.c in Physics and Math from the

Hebrew University in Jerusalem and an M.Sc. degree from Stanford in Engineering-Economic

Systems.
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HUMOR /  FORM /  ESSAYS
Macmillan Audio | 7/10/2018
9781427297112 | $29.99 / $38.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: The Friedrich Agency
Translation Rights: The Friedrich Agency

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250163059
Audio ISBN: 9781427297105

MARKETING
- Read by the authors
- Video in studio
- Print advertising: Bookpage, AudioFile
- Mother’s Day audio promotion

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including:
- Author tour
- National broadcast and print publicity
- Online publicity
- National advertising campaign
- Library campaign
- Social media campaign

ALSO AVAILABLE

I've Got Sand In All the Wrong Places
6/2017 | 9781250059987
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Does This Beach Make Me Look Fat?: True
Stories and Confessions
6/2016 | 9781250059970
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Have a Nice Guilt Trip
6/2015 | 9781250068835
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $17.50 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

I See Life Through Rosé-Colored
Glasses
Lisa Scottoline and Francesca Serritella

Get ready for some wit, wisdom, and warmth from this
collection by the bestselling duo.

Lisa and Francesca are back with another collection of warm and witty stories

that will strike a chord with every woman. This eight-book series is among the

best-reviewed humor audiobooks published today and has been compared to the

late greats, Erma Bombeck and Nora Ephron.

LISA SCOTTOLINE is a bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author and a columnist for The
Philadelphia Inquirer. She has been published in thirty countries. She lives in the Philadelphia area

with an array of pets.

FRANCESCA SCOTTOLINE SERRITELLA graduated cum laude from Harvard University, where

she won the Thomas Temple Hoopes Prize, the Le Baron Russell Briggs Fiction Prize and the

Charles Edmund Horman Prize for her creative writing. She lives in New York with one dog and one

cat, so far.
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FICTION /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE /  WOMEN SLEUTHS
Macmillan Audio | 8/14/2018
9781427297136 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250099594
Audio ISBN: 9781427297129

ALSO AVAILABLE

Damaged: A Novel
8/2017 | 9781250099648
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.

Corrupted: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
8/2016 | 9781250104618
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Betrayed: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
9/2015 | 9781250074362
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO AUGUST 2018

Feared
Lisa Scottoline

In Feared, Mary DiNunzio’s ruthless nemesis, lawyer Nick Machiavelli, comes

back with a vengeance. Machiavelli aggressively strikes close to the DiNunzio

household, attacking Mary’s father and one of their beloved family friends by

filing a lawsuit that accuses them of embezzling from the treasury of a local

South Philly social club to which they belong. The lawsuit is frivolous, but

Machiavelli ups the ante by spreading rumors that support its allegations,

muddying the reputation of Mary's father. The claims shake the DiNunzio clan

to its foundations, threatening her father's weakening heart, and Mary steps in to

fight back. But Machiavelli is a more than worthy adversary. Then the

unthinkable happens, and Mary goes to her own dark side, finding a side to

herself that makes her even more fearsome than ever before. Is it still a battle

between good and evil, when good turns evil? And will Mary be able to find

herself, before she loses her soul completely?

PRAISE

"Kate Burton's clear, unvarnished delivery captures the persona of cool, straight-
shooting Bennie Rosato...Burton's brisk pacing and nuanced tones are perfect for
keeping the listener on course through the detailed investigative and trial
procedures featured in Scottoline's novels."-Audiofile on Corrupted

"Narrator Kate Burton grabs the listener by the throat and won't let
go."-Audiofile on Mistaken Identity

“Scottoline’s merging of the themes of her family-driven stand-alone thrillers with
her ongoing legal series continues to work splendidly.” –Booklist on Damaged

“Scottoline is an A-lister all the way, and her Rosato series is always an A-p...

LISA SCOTTOLINE is a New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award–winning author of

twenty-eight novels. She has 30 million copies of her books in print in the U.S., she has been

published in thirty-five countries and her thrillers have been optioned for television and film. Lisa

writes a weekly column with her daughter, Francesca Serritella, for The Philadelphia Inquirer.
Those stories have been adapted into a series of bestselling memoirs. Lisa lives on a Pennsylvania

farm with an array of pets.
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 7/31/2018
9781427297150 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250081834
Audio ISBN: 9781427297143

ALSO AVAILABLE

It's Always the Husband: A Novel
5/2017 | 9781250081803
Hardcover | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

She Was the Quiet One
Michele Campbell

When twin sisters Rose and Bel Enright enroll in The Odell School, a

prestigious New Hampshire boarding school, it seems like the opportunity of a

lifetime. But the sisters could not be more different. The school brings out a

rivalry between them that few ever knew existed. And the school itself has a

dark underbelly: of privileged kids running unchecked and uninhibited; of rituals

and traditions that are more sinister than they seem; of wealth and entitlement

that can only lead to disaster. For Sarah Miller, wife of the newest, most

ambitious professor, Odell also seems like the best thing that could happen to

their small family. But how well does she really know her husband? What

lengths will he go to to achieve his goals? And when one dark night ends in

murder, who is guilty, who knows the truth, and who has been in on it all along?

WATCH OUT FOR THE QUIET ONE. Because murderers are almost never

who you expect.

PRAISE

Praise for It's Always the Husband

"LaVoy's skillful use of tone manages to immediately define each of the lead
characters. As the plot shifts between college days and the present, LaVoy's clarity
and pacing keep the action moving and the shifting settings clear while seamlessly
folding new actors into the mix."-AudioFile

"This book is perfect for fans of Liane Moriarty's Big Little Lies." –Redbook
Magazine

"In the tradition of Big Little Lies comes the excellently titled It's Always the
Husband, a thriller about three friends–frenemies, really–who met as college
roommates." –New York Post

"Demonstrating diabolical plotting chops and an abi...
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FICTION /  CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN
Macmillan Audio | 5/8/2018
9781427297174 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250126061
Ebook ISBN: 9781250126092
Audio ISBN: 9781427297167

MARKETING
- Read by Kathleen McInerney
- Major national advertising
- Audio-specific radio drive tour

Audio tie-in to SMP marketing plans,
including
- Author tour
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- National advertising campaign
- E-mail marketing campaign
- Social media campagin

ALSO AVAILABLE

Beach Town: A Novel
5/2016 | 9781250065957
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Save the Date: A Novel
5/2015 | 9781250019707
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

Summer Rental: A Novel
5/2012 | 9780312642709
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

High Tide Club
Mary Kay Andrews

A delightful audiobook by the New York Times bestselling
author of The Weekenders.

When ninety-nine-year-old heiress Josephine Bettendorf Warrick summons

Brooke Trappnell to Talisa Island, her 20,000 acre remote barrier island home,

Brooke is puzzled. Everybody in the South has heard about the eccentric

millionaire mistress of Talisa, but Brooke has never met her. Josephine’s cryptic

note says she wants to discuss an important legal matter with Brooke, who is an

attorney, but Brooke knows that Mrs. Warrick has long been a client of a

prestigious Atlanta law firm.

Over a few meetings, the ailing Josephine spins a tale of old friendships, secrets,

betrayal and a long-unsolved murder. She tells Brooke she is hiring her for two

reasons: to protect her island and legacy from those who would despoil her land,

and secondly, to help her make amends with the heirs of the long dead women

who were her closest friends, the girls of The High Tide Club—so named

because of their youthful skinny dipping escapades—Millie, Ruth and Varina.

Even at the end of her life, Josephine seems unwilling or unable to face her past,

deliberately evading Brooke’s questions. When Josephine dies with her secrets

intact, Brooke is charged with contacting Josephine’s friends’ descendants and

bringing them together on Talisa for a reunion of women who’ve actually never

met. What follows is a tale of a romance thwarted, friendships renewed, justice

delivered and true love found. It's Mary Kay Andrews at her Queen of the Beach

Reads best.

PRAISE

"Narrator Kathleen McInerney lends vulnerability and self-confidence to the voice
of Riley Griggs... McInerney does a superb job of voicing the shock and dismay of
a woman whose husband vanishes--leaving her in financial ruin."—AudioFile
Magazine on The Weekenders

"Kathleen McInerney's smooth voice hooks the listener from the start."
—AudioFile Magazine on Beach Town

“This book has all the makings of a beach read...The perfect blend of drama,
humor, intrigue, and just a touch of murder.” —Bustle on The Weekenders

“Andrews has this ‘perfect beach read’ label down pat—and then some. The
Weekenders is not just good, it is beyond good… Summer d...

MARY KAY ANDREWS is The New York Times bestselling author of The Beach House Cookbook,

The Weekenders, Beach Town, Save the Date, Ladies’ Night, Christmas Bliss, Spring Fever, Summer
Rental, The Fixer Upper, Deep Dish, Blue Christmas, Savannah Breeze, Hissy Fit, Little Bitty Lies,
and Savannah Blues. A former journalist for The Atlanta Journal Constitution, she lives in Atlanta,

Georgia.
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FICTION /  THRILLERS /  CRIME
Macmillan Audio | 7/10/2018
9781427297198 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: UK Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Translation Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250173836
Audio ISBN: 9781427297181

MARKETING
- “Get Your Heart Racing” campaign
- Goodreads giveaways
- Print advertising: Bookpage

Audio tie-in to Minotaur marketing plans,
including:
- National print publicity
- Online publicity
- Pre-pub and on-sale online advertising
campaign
- Blog and Instagram campaign
- Email marketing campaign
- Featured on Criminalelement.com
- Library marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

Caged
Ellison Cooper

Ellison Cooper has a Ph.D. in anthropology from UCLA, with a background in archaeology,

cultural neuroscience, ancient religion, colonialism, and human rights. She has conducted fieldwork

in Central America, West Africa, Micronesia, and Western Europe. She has worked as a murder

investigator in Washington DC, and is a certified K9 Search and Rescue Federal Disaster Worker.

She now lives in the Bay Area with her husband and son.
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BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
/ LITERARY
Macmillan Audio | 7/31/2018
9781427297211 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Subrights: Henry Holt: audio
Melanie Jackson Agency: Brit., trans., 1st ser.,
dram.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627798440
Audio ISBN: 9781427297204

MARKETING
- Read by the author
- Bonus conversation
- Quick & Dirty Tips audio partnership

Audio tie-in to Holt marketing plans,
including:
- National Author Tour
- National Review and Feature Attention
- National Media Attention
- National Print and Digital Advertising
Campaign
- Influencer Campaign
- Library Marketing

MACMILLAN AUDIO JULY 2018

The Long Accomplishment
A Memoir of Struggle and Hope in Matrimony

Rick Moody

The harrowing and beautiful story of the first year of the
author’s second marriage.

In a plainspoken, emotionally accessible voice that listeners have not heard from

him before, Rick Moody, author of The Ice Storm, Hotels of North America, and

other fictions and of The Black Veil, a prize-winning previous memoir, lays bare,

in an eventful month-by-month account, the first year of his second marriage.

At this story’s start, Moody is, by his own description, “a balding middle-aged

recovering alcoholic and sexual compulsive with a history of depression who

wrote a novel that people liked in the 90s.” He is also the newly divorced father

of a beloved little girl and a man in love, whose answer to the question “Would

you like to be in a committed relationship?” is, fully and for the first time,

“Yes.”

And so his second marriage begins as he emerges from the wreckage of his past,

humbly and with dearest hopes, only to be battered by a stormy sea of external

troubles—robberies, miscarriages, and deaths of friends, just for starters. As

Moody puts it, this is “a story in which a lot of bad luck is the daily fare of the

protagonists, but in which they are also in love.” To Moody’s astonishment,

matrimony is the site of strength in hard times, a vessel infinitely tougher and

more durable than any boat these two participants would have traveled by alone.

Love buoys these this couple, lifting them above their hardships, and the listener

is buoyed along with them.

PRAISE

Praise for Hotels of North America

"Mr. Moody’s best novel in many years. . . . a little book of irony and wit and
heartbreak. . . asking the big questions." –The New York Times

"Formally daring, often very funny, and surprisingly moving." –The Washington
Post

"Rick Moody's latest literary gem."–The Associated Press

"An inventive and very fun novel."–Vanity Fair

"Extraordinary."–Los Angeles Times

A “Best Book of the Year” –NPR

Rick Moody was born in New York City. He attended Brown and Columbia Universities. He is the

author of the award-winning memoir The Black Veil and of the novels Hotels of North America, The
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POLITICAL SCIENCE /
POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES /
DEMOCRACY
Macmillan Audio | 5/15/2018
9781427297426 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD
Includes color endpapers plus one 8-page color
photo insert

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250144751
Audio ISBN: 9781427297419

MARKETING
- Major Facebook advertising
- Audio clip placement with major media

Audio tie-in to Thomas Dunne Books
marketing plans, including:
- National broadcast publicity
- National print publicity
- National radio publicity
- Online publicity
- Targeted progressive organization
outreach
- Extensive email marketing
- Facebook marketing campaign

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

How Bernie Won
Inside the Revolution to Take Back Our Country

Jeff Weaver

When Jeff Weaver hopped in a car with Bernie Sanders in the summer of 1986,

he had no idea the Vermont backroads would lead them all the way to the 2016

presidential campaign.

In How Bernie Won, Weaver shows how Bernie built a movement that would

sweep America and inspire millions. He vowed not to run a negative campaign.

He would focus on policies, not personalities. He would not be beholden to big

money. He would actually make American great. Weaver also shows how they

overcame significant challenges: A media that thrived on negative campaigns. A

party that thrived on personalities. And a political system that thrived on big

money. Weaver explains how Bernie beat them all and, in doing so, went from

having little national name recognition when he entered to the race to being one

of the most respected and well-known people in the world by its end—because,

Weaver argues, Bernie won the race.

He moved the discussion from the concerns of the 1% to those of the 99%. He

forced the Democrats to remember their populist roots. And he showed that an

outsider with real ideas and ways to get them done was more popular than

someone propped up by backroom political sugar daddies.

From holding bags of “Bernie buttons” and picket-stick signs, to managing

thousands of campaign workers, to looking ahead to 2020, Weaver chronicles

the birth of a revolution that didn’t end in November 2016. It’s only just begun.

JEFF WEAVER, who began working for Bernie Sanders in 1986, was his campaign manager for the

2016 presidential election, as well as president of Our Revolution, a nonprofit founded by Sanders

until June 2017. He graduated from the University of Vermont and Georgetown University Law

School. He lives in Falls Church, Virginia.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE /
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT /
NATIONAL
Macmillan Audio | 5/1/2018
9781427298294 | $39.99 / $51.99 Can.
Audio CD

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250192455
Ebook ISBN: 9781250192462
Audio ISBN: 9781427298287

MARKETING
- Read by the author
- Video in studio
- National print and online publicity
- Major national advertising
- Outreach to major news and political
media

Audio tie-in to Flatiron marketing plans,
including:
- TK

MACMILLAN AUDIO MAY 2018

Untitled By James Comey
James Comey
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